Towards a Realistic Representation in Surface-Based Pseudoreceptor Modeling: a PDB-Wide Analysis of Binding Pockets.
Surface-based pseudoreceptor methods are expansions of 3D-QSAR techniques placing physico-chemical information onto a 3D surface surrounding a set of aligned compounds that bind into the same binding site of a common protein target. With this mapping pseudoreceptor methods attempt to create models of the target protein binding site around the ligand ensemble. The surface points of the pseudoreceptor model are typically independent descriptors and property mapping onto the surface points is prone to overfitting. In this article, we developed surface descriptors based on 2D Gaussian functions that can model the physico-chemical properties of binding sites of proteins. Binding pocket surfaces of a large set of experimentally determined protein-ligand complex structures are analyzed and 2D Gaussian functions are used to fit the surface properties. The fitted property values differ from the original values on average by 15-25 %, and on average six Gaussian functions are necessary to model each surface property. These descriptors allow for a realistic representation of the binding site and will limit the number of descriptors used throughout the QSAR optimization phase.